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In the context of multiple crises, the concept of transformation is 
currently experiencing a (renewed) boom. Karl Polanyi‘s 1944 work, 
‘The Great Transformation’, describes the metamorphoses of western 
societies in the 19th and early 20th centuries, shaped by the utopian 
idea of the self-regulating market. Based on this understanding, the 
term initially became a cipher for the political, market-economic and 
social upheavals which have occurred since 1989/91 in eastern and 
central Europe. In the meantime, transformation has been boosted in 
the democracies of the Global North, becoming the key term in use to 
describe profound socio-economic, cultural and technical changes of 
all kinds. 

Since the beginning of the Russian war of aggression against Ukraine, 
serious geopolitical and defence challenges, as well as urgent socio- 
environmental questions, for example with regard to energy supply and 
the distribution of wealth, have moved to the centre of attention. This 
is triggering new transformations and, at the same time, it is clearly 
highlighting the failures of previous ones. 

It should be noted that the rather vague and diverse use of ‘trans-
formation’ is leading to a lack of clarity with regard to terms which 
are frequently used synonymously with each other, such as ‘change’, 
‘turning point’, ‘transition’ or ‘modernisation’. Equally, there is a need 
for approaches which adopt a range of perspectives in order to be able 
to deal as comprehensively as possible with diverse areas of experience 
and the horizons of expectation which transformation raises. 

Consequently, the guiding question for this academic conference is 
how the concept of transformation can be evaluated and used in the 
21st century in view of its ubiquity. The interdisciplinary and interna-
tionally-oriented conference of doctoral students of the Hans Böckler 
Foundation will address the associated need for research and dis-
cussion. 
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The following key questions are in the foreground of our attention: 

– Does transformation exist in the singular or should different types  
 of transformations be studied? 

– Do human societies change continuously and does transformation   
 thus describe a continuing rather than an exceptional state? 

– To what extent can transformations be limited in time? How is the   
 beginning and the end decided? 

– How can transformations be spatially limited in view of transnational  
 or global networks?

– Who are the actors in transformation? What is the ‘object’ of  
 transformation and who are its subjects or its actors? 

– What role is played by identity and gender, nature and natural   
 change, technology and science, language and culture, and space  
 and time? 

– According to which criteria are transformations evaluated and  
 shaped? How should we evaluate the influence of those who are  
 transformers?
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INFORMATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

We cordially invite doctoral students of the scholarships for gifted 
students as well as all interested young researchers from Germany and 
abroad who are working on empirical case studies, theoretical consi-
derations or practice-related technological responses to the issues of 
transformation. Contributions from any academic discipline that open 
up our discussion are welcome as long as they contribute to clarifying 
the concept and the problems posed by transformation.  
Twenty minutes will be allowed for presentations plus a further ten  
minutes for discussion. Proposals for contributions should be submited  
by 18 December 2022 in the form of an abstract (of a maximum  
500 words) with a brief CV.

Submissions should cover the following aspects:

– The title of the paper

– Research interest and research question

– Reference to the thematic field of transformation(s)

– Brief CV and related academic discipline
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ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION

The conference venue is the Albertinum of the University of Leipzig. 
Notification of the acceptance of papers will be made by 17.1.2023. 
No fee will be charged for the conference; while accommodation and 
catering costs will be covered by the Hans Böckler Foundation. In addi-
tion, travel costs will be covered for those who are doctoral scholarship 
holders of the Hans Böckler Foundation. The aim will be to publish the 
papers in a conference volume.

Please send any questions or comments – in German or in English – to: 
WT2023@boeckler.de.


